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Search for Hidden Particles (SHiP)

• 2•1020 protons on target will produce a flux of ~1018 neutrinos 
and antineutrinos of the three known kind (standard)

• a neutrino detector could reveal light dark matter 
(see Pospelov’s talk at this Institute)



• Modern neutrino detector techniques means (sub) micro-metric 
precision capabilities and topological identification of tau leptons 
and charmed resonances for example

Search for Hidden Particles (SHiP)



✓ tau neutrino cross sections

✓ bounds on tau neutrino magnetic moment

✓ nucleon strangeness

✓ exotic baryons

✓ trident production

not covered:

• high energy CC νe nucleus DIS cross section (never measured so far)

• elastic neutrino electron cross section (maj/dirac distinction)

• intrinsic nucleon charm determination

• …

[S. P. Rosen (1982), Rodejohann, X. Xu, C.E. Yaguna (2017)]



tau neutrino and antineutrino



• DONUT experiment at the Tevatron has seen
9 events with 1.5 background events

➡ No distinction among tau+ and tau-

➡ Total CC cross sections per nucleon (averaged) written as
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products is used. The Monte Carlo gives f and the mean value of the sum directly and the constants
of Eq.(9) are incorporated into C. The values of C and the sum that were used in this analysis are
listed in Table VII.

The total CC cross sections per nucleon can be written
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is the energy-independent factor of the cross section of flavor `, and K gives the part of
the tau-neutrino cross section that depends on kinematic e↵ects due to the ⌧ -lepton mass (see Fig.
15). In the DONuT energy range (Fig. 2), the factor K can be safely taken to be unity for ⌫e and
⌫µ CC interactions. With this notation, the relative cross sections can be written,
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The "i denote e�ciencies for lepton identification only. The e�ciency of the secondary vertex search
is included in "⌧ .

The absolute ⌫⌧ cross section is computed from the following expression,
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where "TOT is the product of all experimental e�ciencies

"TOT = "FS · "trig · "loc · "⌧ . (13)

The e�ciencies in Eq. (13) are as follows: filtering and scanning (0.85± 0.06), trigger with live-time
(0.79± 0.02), location in emulsion (0.64± 0.04), and secondary vertex finding (0.46± 0.02), yielding
"TOT = 0.20 ± 0.02.

B. Systematic uncertainties

The cross section results from this experiment depend on predicting the neutrino fluxes of each
flavor. The value of C` in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) depends linearly on the total charm production
cross section in pN interactions in the beamdump. And the value of f` times the term in the brackets
depends on the angular distribution of charm in the pN center-of-momentum frame. Most of the
systematic uncertainty in the cross section results was due to these two terms. We examine each in
more detail.

The factor C` contains the number of neutrinos produced in the beamdump, so it is sensitive
to variations in total cross section, branching ratios and target atomic number e↵ects, which we
parameterize by A

↵. The relative errors for charm production of ⌫e and ⌫µ is taken to be the same
for both: 0.10 from charm total cross section, 0.16 from branching ratios and 0.14 from the A

dependence. We adopt the convention to add the errors in quadrature where values are derived from
several sources and not likely to be correlated. This gives a total relative error of 0.23 for Ce and
Cµ. The estimated uncertainty in C⌧ depends almost entirely on Ds production and decay. The
relative uncertainties are computed to be 0.15, 0.23 and 0.14 for cross section, branching ratio and A

dependence, respectively. Added in quadrature, this gives 0.31 for the relative uncertainty in C⌧ . In
the results for the relative cross section measurement, below, the uncertainty in the A dependence
is not included in the second, systematic error.

The factor f⌃EKTt is sensitive to kinematic uncertainties in charm production, with the e↵ects
manifested in the variation of the parameter n of Eq. (7). Both the neutrino energy (and hence
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number of interactions) and the fraction of the neutrino flux within the emulsion are a↵ected. We
compute the amount of variation in the number of accepted Monte Carlo events and assign it to the
systematic error in f⌃EKTt. We assume n = 8.0 ± 0.8 for both D+

s and D�s production, but in
computing the relative error, allow n to be di↵erent by ±2.0 for D�s . This gives a relative uncertainty
of +0.31 and -0.23 in ⌫⌧ production. The uncertainties in f⌃EKTt for ⌫e and ⌫µ were computed
analogously, yielding +0.30 and -0.20. The positive uncertainty corresponds to a decrease in n by
two units.

For ⌫e and ⌫µ CC interactions we can estimate Ce,µ from the number of interactions in the data,
given the values of f⌃EKTt and the e�ciencies computed from the Monte Carlo. This provides a
systematic check on C. The values are Ce = 1.47 ⇥ 1040cm�2 and Cµ = 1.79 ⇥ 1040cm�2 (prompt
muons only). These are compared with 1.64⇥1040 and 1.55⇥1040, respectively from Table VII, which
were extracted from Monte Carlo simulations with values of the parameter n discussed above. This
indicates that the systematic uncertainty in the charm cross sections is within the values (+0.30,
-0.20) estimated above.

C. Results

The relative cross sections were obtained from Eq. (11) using the observed number of interactions,
corrected by e�ciency and kinematic factors. Inserting the values from Table VIII yields
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= 1.16± 0.42± 0.65 (14)

The first error in the results is the statistical error, the second is the estimated sytematic uncer-
tainty. The systematics of these two results are correlated, since the same assumptions regarding
charm production were made for both ⌫e and ⌫µ production. Therefore, the two cross section may
be averaged without introducing other uncertainties. The result is
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= 1.37± 0.35± 0.77 (15)

The absolute ⌫⌧ -nucleon cross section was computed using the factors of Table VII inserted into
Eq. (12):
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= 0.72± 0.24± 0.36⇥ 10�38 cm2 GeV�1 (16)

The first error is statistical, the second one systematic.
Lack of knowledge of the charge of the ⌧ lepton implies that the result, Eq. (16), represents an

average of ⌫⌧ and ⌫̄⌧ cross sections. The measured value of �

const
⌫

⌧

is to be compared with the average
of ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ cross section factors, 0.51 ⇥ 10�38 cm2 [12], assuming equal fluxes of neutrinos and
antineutrinos in the DONuT beam. Hence, the ⌫⌧ result, Eq. (16), is consistent with Standard
Model assuming lepton universality. As discussed in Section IX B, the flux of neutrinos in the
DONuT beam is approximately equal to the flux of antineutrinos, which has been assumed for the
results given above. The actual value of the ratio of ⌫̄µ and ⌫µ fluxes in the DONuT beam was
measured to be 1.05 ± 0.13. This ⌫-⌫̄ imbalance taken at face value would result in a negligible
correction to the relative cross section if one assumes that it applies to all flavors equally. The
absolute cross section would be reduced by about 2.5%.

to be compared with the averaged muon neutrino cross section
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• Opera experiment has seen 5 events

➡ only tau-

tau neutrino and antineutrino are the less known
elementary particles in the Standard Model

= 30%

�(pp ! H) = 48pb

Acceptance and efficiency
= 70(fb)�1Integrated Luminosity (ATLAS+CMS)

~2000 Higgs bosons decaying
to photons observed!

Higgs boson at LHC13

Br(H ! ��) = 2 · 10�3
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• tau neutrino and antineutrino production in proton a beam dump

c

c̄
⌦

�cc(pN@400GeV ) ⇠ 18µb Br(c ! Ds) ⇠ 8% Br(Ds ! ⌧⌫⌧ ) ⇠ 5%⇥ ⇥



‣ In general for bottom and charm production in hadronic collisions one finds large radiative 
corrections, and thus one expects large unknown higher order terms

‣ Non perturbative effects (suppressed by powers of Λ/mQ) play a role (no theory for them)
‣ Still, understanding to what extent we can trust the theoretical machinery (factorization 

theorem) is extremely important
‣ We have to try models and compare with data:

Monte Carlo models of hadronization

• Much more effects, for example:
‣ Color Drag, from projectile remnants
‣ leading particle enhancement 
‣ asymmetries

Heavy quark production

Intrinsic Transverse Momentum
• Assuming that incoming partons have

• perturbation theory generates

• Affect transverse momentum of heavy 
quark pair, its azimuthal correlation and 
single transverse momentum distribution

hkT i ⇠ ⇤

kT ⇠ ↵S · hard scale

Heavy Flavours 8, Southampton, UK, 1999 P. Nason,

Figure 8: Differential cross section at fixed pT as a

function of the mass for heavy quark photoproduc-

tion.

limit of small m, is quite evident from the fig-
ure. The massless limit result is exactly linear.
The only mass dependence left there is the loga-
rithmic term, since mass power terms have been
dropped. We can see here that mass effects have
negative sign, the opposite of what happened in
the hadroproduction case (see ref. [20]). In fig-
ure 9 we plot the cross section as a function of pT
and fixed mass, for charm production in electron-
hadron collision at HERA. The difference be-

Figure 9: As in figure 8, at fixed m versus pT .

tween the solid and the dashed lines gives the size
of mass effects that one can expect there.

2.3 Non-perturbative effects

In general, for bottom and charm production,
one finds large radiative corrections, and thus
one expects large unknown higher order terms.

At the same time, non-perturbative effects (sup-
pressed by powers of Λ/mQ) may play a role
here, especially for charm production. We have
no theory of power suppressed effects in this con-
text. Yet, understanding to what extent we can
trust the theoretical machinery of hadroproduc-
tion processes (the factorization theorem) is of
extreme importance for collider physics. We have
to try out models of non-perturbative effects, and
compare them with data.

2.3.1 Fragmentation Effects

Figure 10: Hadronization is assumed to degrade

the quark momenta according to a non-perturbative

fragmentation function D(z).

One assumes that the hadron momentum is
a fraction z of the quark momentum, distributed
according to a fragmentation function (pertur-
bation theory suggests something like this, but
the width of the distribution is ≈ αS log pT /mQ)
For very large quark masses the non-perturbative
fragmentation function becomes a delta function,
but for b’s and c’s this is not quite the case.

2.3.2 Intrinsic Transverse Momentum

One assumes that the incoming partons have an
intrinsic transverse momentum ⟨kT ⟩ ≈ Λ (per-
turbation theory generates pT ≈ αS× hard scale).
This affects mostly the transverse momentum of
the heavy quark pair, its azimuthal correlation
and the transverse momentum distribution of a
single quark.

2.3.3 Monte Carlo models

Monte Carlo models of hadronization include many
more effects, like color drag from projectile rem-
nants and the like, and can model effects like
leading particle enhancements and asymmetries.
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• simple model a la Peterson not justified in 
hadron collisions



NLO + Parton Shower (and hadronisation)
• NLO provides important phenomenological features
• PS resums leading logarithmic enhancement and paired with hadronization models provide 

full event simulation
• Double counting of radiative corrections solved with implementation of the MC@NLO and 

POWHEG methods
• POWHEG master formula:

‣ In the following we will show results obtained with:                        
POWHEG hvq + PYTHIA-6.4.27

‣ Uncertainties from matching and hadronization could be studied comparing 
with MC@NLO and linking PYTHIA and HERWIG respectively

‣ The hvq process with POWHEG can be downloaded from:
www.powhegbox.mib.infn.it

In the POWHEG approach, one performs the generation of the hardest event with

NLO accuracy, in a framework that does not depend upon the SMC’s shower algorithm.

This is why it is fully independent from the SMC. Furthermore, the subsequent showers

takes place at softer transverse momenta, and thus affects infrared-safe observables only

at the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). Thus, the matching problem considerably

simplifies, since it no longer requires a detailed examination of the properties of the SMC.

3.3 POWHEG

In the POWHEG formalism, the generation of the hardest emission is performed first,

using full NLO accuracy, and using the SMC to generate subsequent radiation. We give

here a simple illustration of the method, ignoring, for the moment, the complications due

to the presence of several singular regions in the NLO cross section. We begin by defining

B̄(Φn) = B(Φn) + V (Φn)

+

[
∫

dΦrad [R(Φn+1) − C(Φn+1)] +

∫

dz

z
[G⊕(Φn,⊕) + G⊖(Φn,⊖)]

]Φ̄n=Φn

, (3.2)

where we have assumed that all the Φn+1, Φn,⃝ are expressed in terms of the barred

variables. Next we introduce the Sudakov form factor14

∆ (Φn, pT) = exp

⎧

⎨

⎩

−
∫

[

dΦrad R(Φn+1) θ(kT (Φn+1) − pT)
]Φ̄n=Φn

B(Φn)

⎫

⎬

⎭

. (3.3)

The function kT (Φn+1) should be equal, near the singular limit, to the transverse momen-

tum of the emitted parton relative to the emitting one. The POWHEG cross section for

the generation of the hardest event is then

dσ = B̄(Φn) dΦn

{

∆
(

Φn, pmin
T

)

+ ∆ (Φn, kT (Φn+1))
R (Φn+1)

B(Φn)
dΦrad

}

Φ̄n=Φn

, (3.4)

where it is assumed that Φn+1 is parametrized in terms of Φrad and Φn, and that values

of kT (Φn+1) < pmin
T are not allowed. The cross section (3.4) has the following properties:

• At large kT it coincides with the NLO cross section up to NNLO terms.

• It reproduces correctly the value of infrared safe observables at the NLO. Thus, also

its integral around the small kT region has NLO accuracy.

• At small kT it behaves no worse than standard Shower Monte Carlo generators.

Thus, it fulfills the requirement of the previous subsection for the inclusion of NLO correc-

tions in an SMC.

14Torbjörn Sjöstrand has pointed out to us that a similar Sudakov form factor is also used in PYTHIA for

weak vector-bosons decay and production, in order to implement a matrix-element matching for the first

emission in the shower, see refs. [30, 31].
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tions in an SMC.

14Torbjörn Sjöstrand has pointed out to us that a similar Sudakov form factor is also used in PYTHIA for

weak vector-bosons decay and production, in order to implement a matrix-element matching for the first

emission in the shower, see refs. [30, 31].
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• proton on target collisions data at energies 250GeV are available

• several πN experimental results

➡ pion pdf fitted using DY muon pair production

‣ NA10 with pions at 196GeV and 286GeV (155k events)

‣ E615 with pions at 252GeV (35k events)

➡ No data available to fit pion pdf at

➡ several sets available that differ for the assumptions on the sea, even 
using them to estimate pdf uncertainty this could be underestimated

Distributions

x . 0.2



E791: results D0 + D̄0 (xF > 0) xF and pT2 distribution
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WA92: results for charm associate production
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charm production in a 400GeV proton beam dump (SHiP)

New measurement would be important for a number of reasons:
• cascade effects
• fix normalization
• fragmentation fractions
• solid base for simulation
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tau neutrino spectra in SHiP
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dump experiment



In the Standard Model
 tau neutrino charged current cross section is

‣ +F3 applies to neutrino scattering and −F3 to antineutrinos.

‣ first opportunity to measure the structure functions F4 and F5

‣ At the Born level, neglecting target mass corrections, the Albright-Jarlskog 
relations apply:

In Fig. 2a, each of the separate contributions to the neutrino plus anti neutrino fluxes

are shown. The Ds ! ⌧ ! ⌫⌧ decay chain dominates the direct Ds ! ⌫⌧ contribution

(solid lines). The charmed hadron contributions to the muon neutrino flux are similar in

shape. Fig. 2b shows the integral of �⌫ from E⌫ = E⌫

min ! 400 GeV for ⌫ = ⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧ (solid

curves) and ⌫ = ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ (dashed curves). The three curves for each neutrino flavor come

from the three choices for the pair (nF , nR) used in the charm production cross section.

The relative number of neutrinos of the two flavor shifts as a function of energy,

and there is a fairly stong dependence on factorization and renormalization scales. For

E

min
⌫ = 10 GeV, the number of tau neutrinos shown in Fig. 2b di↵er by a factor ⇠ 1.4

from lowest to highest, while for Emin
⌫ = 50 GeV, they di↵er by a factor ⇠ 2.0. For muon

neutrinos, the range is a factor of ⇠ 1.4 for the lower energy and ⇠ 2.5 for the higher

energy. The ratio of ⌫⌧/⌫µ is much less sensitive to the scale dependence than the absolute

flux, di↵ering by just a few percent for Emin
⌫ = 10 GeV, by about 20% for Emin

⌫ = 50 GeV.

Therefore, the relative contributions by neutrino flavor of the prompt fluxes should help

pin down the tau neutrino flux.

1.2 Tau neutrino cross section

Direct measurements of tau neutrino charged-current (CC) interactions are a fairly recent

phenomenon. The DONUT experiment reported 9 tau neutrino events with a background

of 1.5 events from their neutrino beam produced with the 800 GeV Tevatron beam at

Fermilab [23]. Their cross section measurement, accounting for the kinematic suppression

due to the tau mass, agrees well with the related muon neutrino CC cross section, however,

their statistical and systematic errors are each 33% of the best fit measurement [23]. A

larger sample of events will bring opportunities to make new measurements of the structure

functions in tau neutrino and antineutrino charged current events.

The tau neutrino charged current cross section is [24]
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where +F3 applies to neutrino scattering and �F3 to antineutrinos. At the lower energy

range of the product ⌫⌧ flux, this is the first opportunity to measure the structure functions

F4 and F5. At the Born level, neglecting target mass corrections, the Albrect-Jarlskog

relations apply

F4 = 0 (1.6)

F5 =
F2

2x
(1.7)

The detailed relationships between the five structure functions, including NLO QCD to-

gether with target mass and charm quark mass corrections, are discussed in, for example,

Refs. [1? –4]. The tau neutrino flux at SHiP will o↵er a unique opportunity to make
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In Fig. 2a, each of the separate contributions to the neutrino plus anti neutrino fluxes

are shown. The Ds ! ⌧ ! ⌫⌧ decay chain dominates the direct Ds ! ⌫⌧ contribution

(solid lines). The charmed hadron contributions to the muon neutrino flux are similar in

shape. Fig. 2b shows the integral of �⌫ from E⌫ = E⌫

min ! 400 GeV for ⌫ = ⌫⌧ + ⌫̄⌧ (solid

curves) and ⌫ = ⌫µ + ⌫̄µ (dashed curves). The three curves for each neutrino flavor come

from the three choices for the pair (nF , nR) used in the charm production cross section.

The relative number of neutrinos of the two flavor shifts as a function of energy,

and there is a fairly stong dependence on factorization and renormalization scales. For

E
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⌫ = 50 GeV, they di↵er by a factor ⇠ 2.0. For muon

neutrinos, the range is a factor of ⇠ 1.4 for the lower energy and ⇠ 2.5 for the higher

energy. The ratio of ⌫⌧/⌫µ is much less sensitive to the scale dependence than the absolute

flux, di↵ering by just a few percent for Emin
⌫ = 10 GeV, by about 20% for Emin

⌫ = 50 GeV.

Therefore, the relative contributions by neutrino flavor of the prompt fluxes should help

pin down the tau neutrino flux.

1.2 Tau neutrino cross section

Direct measurements of tau neutrino charged-current (CC) interactions are a fairly recent

phenomenon. The DONUT experiment reported 9 tau neutrino events with a background

of 1.5 events from their neutrino beam produced with the 800 GeV Tevatron beam at

Fermilab [23]. Their cross section measurement, accounting for the kinematic suppression

due to the tau mass, agrees well with the related muon neutrino CC cross section, however,

their statistical and systematic errors are each 33% of the best fit measurement [23]. A

larger sample of events will bring opportunities to make new measurements of the structure

functions in tau neutrino and antineutrino charged current events.
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where +F3 applies to neutrino scattering and �F3 to antineutrinos. At the lower energy

range of the product ⌫⌧ flux, this is the first opportunity to measure the structure functions

F4 and F5. At the Born level, neglecting target mass corrections, the Albrect-Jarlskog

relations apply

F4 = 0 (1.6)

F5 =
F2

2x
(1.7)

The detailed relationships between the five structure functions, including NLO QCD to-

gether with target mass and charm quark mass corrections, are discussed in, for example,

Refs. [1? –4]. The tau neutrino flux at SHiP will o↵er a unique opportunity to make
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tau neutrino cross sections receive
large contributions from F5

[Kretzer and M. H. Reno  (2002)]



Number of tau neutrino and antineutrino events expected at SHiP
[SHiP Physics Paper: Alekhin et al  (2015)]

• Thousands of charged current tau neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions 
expected in SHiP
✓ ~7000 neutrino and 2500 antineutrino events in a 10ton target
✓ assuming 30% detection efficiency means ~3000 fully reconstructed events
✓ exact numbers depend on the distance and geometry of the detector

1ton



• the strongest constraints come from:

➡                                    
         (scalar)

➡                       
        (tensor)

➡ nevertheless, differences wrt the 
SM might still be quite large

Will be possible to probe lepton (non-)universality 
with tau neutrino scattering

generations only. It is possible that the quarks of the other generations will also be
affected by new physics. We will not assume any connection between new physics
for the different generations of quarks. The SM effective Hamiltonian corresponds
to gL = gR = gS = gP = 0.

The Hamiltonian in the presence of only scalar and tensor operators can be
written as,

Heff =
GFVud√

2

!

ū(AS +BSγ5)d l̄(1− γ5)νl + TL ūσµν(1− γ5)d l̄σµν(1− γ5)νl
"

, (4)

where AS = SR + SL and BS = SR − SL with SL and SR are the left and right
handed scalar couplings and TL is the tensor coupling.

We will first employ a model independent approach and treat the scalar and
tensor couplings one at a time. Since, in many realistic models both the scalar
and tensor couplings may be present, we will consider an explicit leptoquark model
where both the scalar and tensor couplings are present.

The Hamiltonian in the presence of only V ±A operators was considered in our
previous work [12]. There the effective Hamiltonian was written in terms of a W ′

model, which could arise in extensions of the SM [15], as

L =
g√
2
Vf ′f f̄

′γµ(gf
′f

L PL + gf
′f

R PR)fW
′
µ + h.c. (5)

Integrating out the W ′ leads to
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2M2
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+ h.c.,
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f
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+ h.c.

(6)

Comparing Eq. 6 with Eq. 3 we have the following relations

VL =
M2

W

M2
W ′

gf
′f

L gl,νl,

VR =
M2

W

M2
W ′

gf
′f

R gl,νl. (7)

2.1 Deep Inelastic Neutrino Nucleon Scattering

In this section we discuss Deep Inelastic Neutrino Nucleon Scattering with the var-
ious types of interactions.

3

• assuming the existence of new scalar and tensor coupling
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Figure 7: S ± T model: The ratio between the total cross section of ντ + N →
τ + X to νµ + N → µ + X with Scalar-Tensor couplings. The green solid
line corresponds to the standard model predictions SR = SL = TL = 0. The
blue dashed, red dotdashed and black dotted lines correspond to (SR, SL, TL) =
(−0.19, 0.68, 0.072), (1.98, 0.42,−0.13), (−1.87,−1.31, 0.18).

5 Conclusion

In this paper we discussed tests of lepton non-universal interactions through ντ
scattering. We adopted an effective Lagrangian description of new physics and
considered explicit leptoquark models for our calculations. The parameters of the
new physics were constrained by single pion and two pion τ decays, τ−(k1) →
ντ (k2) + π−(q) and τ(p) → π−(p1) + π0(p2) + ντ (p3) , which are well measured. We
then discussed the ratio of the total and differential cross sections for the two deep
inelastic scattering processes ντ + N → τ + X and νµ + N → µ + X as a probe
of the new physics in the neutrino cross-section experiments. In the ratio of cross
sections, the uncertainty of the parton distribution functions is expected to cancel
out leading to precise results. In the effective Lagrangian framework we looked
at models with scalar and tensor interactions. As an explicit realization of such
models we considered leptoquark models where scalar and tensor couplings arise
with relations between the couplings. Our results showed significant new physics
effects, both in the total cross sections as well as in the differential distributions for
ντ +N → τ+X , are allowed with the present constraints. These new physics effects
could be observed at future proposed ντ scattering experiments. We also considered
vector-axial vector new physics operators in our analysis. The results showed that
the new physics effect is small in this case.
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In the presence of only one type of leptoquark, singlet or doublet state, one finds
that the scalar SL and tensor TL Wilson coefficients are related to each other at the
scale of leptoquark mass, SL(mLQ) = ±4TL(mLQ).

2.1.3 V ±A interactions

The DIS differential cross section in the presence of V±A operators with respect
to the variables (x, y) is given in [12]. Here we write it in terms of the momentum
transfer, using Eq. 19 as follows

dσSM+(V±A)

dq2dν
=

G2
F

8πME2
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!!

|a′|2 + |b′|2
"

(m2
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1

M
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"

m2
ℓEνW5

#

,

(32)

where the definitions are

a′ = 1 + γρ,

b′ = 1 + γκ,

γρ = VL + VR,

γκ = VL − VR. (33)

3 Constraints on NP couplings

The scalar couplings SL and SR can be constrained by the tau decay channel
τ−(k1) → ντ (k2) + π−(q), while the tensor coupling TL can be constrained by the
three-body decay channel τ(p) → π−(p1) + π0(p2) + ντ (p3). In this section we will
discuss the constraints.

3.1 τ−(k1) → ντ (k2) + π−(q)

The hadronic current of the bound state π can be parametrized as

⟨0|d̄γµ(1− γ5)u|π(q)⟩ = −i
√
2fπq

µ, (34)

where fπ = (92.4 ± 0.1 ± 0.3) MeV [25] is the pion decay constant. The SM decay
rate is

Γπ
SM =

1

8π
G2

F |Vud|2f 2
πm

3
τ

$

1−
m2

π

m2
τ

#2

δτ/π . (35)
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Here δτ/π = 1.0016±0.0014 [26] is the radiative correction. Further, the SM branch-
ing ratio can also be expressed as [27]

BrSMτ−→π−ντ = 0.607Br(τ− → ντe
−ν̄e) = 10.82± 0.02% , (36)

while the measured Br(τ− → π−ντ )exp = (10.91± 0.07)% [25]. In the presence of a
scalar state, the decay rate is

Γπ
S =

1

8π
G2

F |Vud|2B2
Sf

2
πm

2
πmτ

!

1−
m2

π

m2
τ

"2

, (37)

where
⟨0|d̄(AS −BSγ

5)u|π(q)⟩ = i
√
2fπmπBS. (38)

In order to obtain the scalar hadronic current above, we have multiplied the SM
hadronic current (34) by the sum and difference of the quark momenta and used the
equation of motion - see Appendix (B). The total branching ratio can be written as
follows

BRπ
tot = BRπ

SM

#

1 + (rπS)
2
$

, (39)

where

(rπS)
2 =

BRπ
S

BRπ
SM

, (40)

with

rπS =
BSmπ

mτ
. (41)

Note, the interference term of the SM and the scalar NP term vanishes.
The allowed region of the couplings are given in the contour plot Fig. 1 for

the measured τ− → π−ντ within the 2σ level. We consider theoretical uncertainty
within the 1σ level. First, we assume both couplings, SL,R, are present and take
the couplings to be real. Next we assume the couplings are complex and take one
coupling at a time, as shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 τ(p) → π−(p1) + π0(p2) + ντ (p3)

Here we consider two-pion decays of τ . The process is

τ(p) → ντ (p3) + π−(p1) + π0(p2). (42)

The SM and NP amplitudes are

MSM =
−iGFVud√

2
⟨π−π0|d̄γµ(1− γ5)u|0⟩ūντγµ(1− γ5)uτ , (43)

MT =
−iGFVud√

2
TL⟨π−π0|d̄σµν(1− γ5)u|0⟩ūντσµν(1− γ5)uτ . (44)
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Green line corresponds
to the SM

[Liu, Rashed, Datta 2016]



tau neutrino magnetic moment



• neutrino-photon interaction in the SM is extremely 
small and proportional to neutrino mass

to give back the original neutrino [1034]. The intermediate particles can then couple to an external
electromagnetic field. However, the magnetic moment produced in this manner is extremely small
and is proportional to the mass of the neutrino [1034]:

µ⌫ =
3 e GF m⌫

8 ⇡2
p

2
' (3.2 ⇥ 10�19)

⇣ m⌫

1 eV

⌘
µB . (7.3.1)

The magnetic moment of neutrinos can be enhanced in other new physics models (see, e.g., [1035]).
An increase in the cross section �⌫e for the elastic scattering of neutrino on electron, which involves
only the neutral current in the SM, would imply a larger magnetic moment and would be a clear
signal of new physics. The SM contribution to the energy (T ) distribution of the scattered electron
in the laboratory frame is given by [1036, 1037]
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(7.3.2)

where the upper (lower) sign refers to the interaction with ⌫ (⌫). The contribution arising from
magnetic moment of neutrino is given by the additional term [1038]:

�(⌫e,⌫e)

dT

���
µ
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=
⇡↵2

emµ2
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m2
e

✓
1

T
� 1
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◆
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There is no interference between the SM and magnetic moment amplitudes as the latter involves a
flip in the spin of the neutrino.

In the laboratory frame the kinematical constraint on the angle between the incoming neutrino
and the scattered electron is [1039]

✓2
⌫�e < 2me/Ee (7.3.4)

and for electron energies of about 1GeV, ✓⌫�e < 30 mrad. This constraint can be used as a criterion
to suppress the background events arising from ⌫ � nucleon scattering. The actual limits on ⌫e and
⌫µ magnetic moment are 2.9 ⇥ 10�11µB [1040] and 6.8 ⇥ 10�10µB [1041] respectively, while for the
tau neutrino the limit of 3.9⇥ 10�7µB has been set by the DONUT experiment [1042]. In DONUT
one event was found, within the acceptance cuts, while 2.3 were expected from the background
processes. For this reason the new limit was deduced by comparing the expected rate for a given
value of the magnetic moment with the level of background events. To get an estimate of the
number of events to be found in SHiP for a given value of the tau neutrino magnetic moment we
can integrate the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7.3.3) above assuming a minimum energy for the
produced electron of 10 GeV. Convoluting with the spectrum of tau neutrino and anti-neutrino
given in Fig. 7.5, rescaling to 2 ⇥ 1020 POT and considering a target of 10 tons, the number of
expected events is

Nev = 4.3 ⇥ 1015 µ2
⌫

µ2
B

. (7.3.5)

Backgrounds events consist of charged current ⌫e scattering o↵ nuclei for which only the high energy
electron is detected, and neutral current Standard Model neutrino electron scattering of Eq. (7.3.2).
The number of background events and the relative uncertainly can only be evaluated with a detailed
simulation of the full neutrino flux and of the performance of the detector [1008]. In Fig. 7.21 we
show the number of events with an outgoing electron with energy greather then 10 GeV, that would
be produced in the SHiP experiment assuming a value for the magnetic moment of tau neutrino
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to give back the original neutrino [1034]. The intermediate particles can then couple to an external
electromagnetic field. However, the magnetic moment produced in this manner is extremely small
and is proportional to the mass of the neutrino [1034]:
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The magnetic moment of neutrinos can be enhanced in other new physics models (see, e.g., [1035]).
An increase in the cross section �⌫e for the elastic scattering of neutrino on electron, which involves
only the neutral current in the SM, would imply a larger magnetic moment and would be a clear
signal of new physics. The SM contribution to the energy (T ) distribution of the scattered electron
in the laboratory frame is given by [1036, 1037]
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where the upper (lower) sign refers to the interaction with ⌫ (⌫). The contribution arising from
magnetic moment of neutrino is given by the additional term [1038]:
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There is no interference between the SM and magnetic moment amplitudes as the latter involves a
flip in the spin of the neutrino.

In the laboratory frame the kinematical constraint on the angle between the incoming neutrino
and the scattered electron is [1039]

✓2
⌫�e < 2me/Ee (7.3.4)

and for electron energies of about 1GeV, ✓⌫�e < 30 mrad. This constraint can be used as a criterion
to suppress the background events arising from ⌫ � nucleon scattering. The actual limits on ⌫e and
⌫µ magnetic moment are 2.9 ⇥ 10�11µB [1040] and 6.8 ⇥ 10�10µB [1041] respectively, while for the
tau neutrino the limit of 3.9⇥ 10�7µB has been set by the DONUT experiment [1042]. In DONUT
one event was found, within the acceptance cuts, while 2.3 were expected from the background
processes. For this reason the new limit was deduced by comparing the expected rate for a given
value of the magnetic moment with the level of background events. To get an estimate of the
number of events to be found in SHiP for a given value of the tau neutrino magnetic moment we
can integrate the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7.3.3) above assuming a minimum energy for the
produced electron of 10 GeV. Convoluting with the spectrum of tau neutrino and anti-neutrino
given in Fig. 7.5, rescaling to 2 ⇥ 1020 POT and considering a target of 10 tons, the number of
expected events is

Nev = 4.3 ⇥ 1015 µ2
⌫

µ2
B

. (7.3.5)

Backgrounds events consist of charged current ⌫e scattering o↵ nuclei for which only the high energy
electron is detected, and neutral current Standard Model neutrino electron scattering of Eq. (7.3.2).
The number of background events and the relative uncertainly can only be evaluated with a detailed
simulation of the full neutrino flux and of the performance of the detector [1008]. In Fig. 7.21 we
show the number of events with an outgoing electron with energy greather then 10 GeV, that would
be produced in the SHiP experiment assuming a value for the magnetic moment of tau neutrino
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to give back the original neutrino [1034]. The intermediate particles can then couple to an external
electromagnetic field. However, the magnetic moment produced in this manner is extremely small
and is proportional to the mass of the neutrino [1034]:
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The magnetic moment of neutrinos can be enhanced in other new physics models (see, e.g., [1035]).
An increase in the cross section �⌫e for the elastic scattering of neutrino on electron, which involves
only the neutral current in the SM, would imply a larger magnetic moment and would be a clear
signal of new physics. The SM contribution to the energy (T ) distribution of the scattered electron
in the laboratory frame is given by [1036, 1037]
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where the upper (lower) sign refers to the interaction with ⌫ (⌫). The contribution arising from
magnetic moment of neutrino is given by the additional term [1038]:
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There is no interference between the SM and magnetic moment amplitudes as the latter involves a
flip in the spin of the neutrino.

In the laboratory frame the kinematical constraint on the angle between the incoming neutrino
and the scattered electron is [1039]

✓2
⌫�e < 2me/Ee (7.3.4)

and for electron energies of about 1GeV, ✓⌫�e < 30 mrad. This constraint can be used as a criterion
to suppress the background events arising from ⌫ � nucleon scattering. The actual limits on ⌫e and
⌫µ magnetic moment are 2.9 ⇥ 10�11µB [1040] and 6.8 ⇥ 10�10µB [1041] respectively, while for the
tau neutrino the limit of 3.9⇥ 10�7µB has been set by the DONUT experiment [1042]. In DONUT
one event was found, within the acceptance cuts, while 2.3 were expected from the background
processes. For this reason the new limit was deduced by comparing the expected rate for a given
value of the magnetic moment with the level of background events. To get an estimate of the
number of events to be found in SHiP for a given value of the tau neutrino magnetic moment we
can integrate the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7.3.3) above assuming a minimum energy for the
produced electron of 10 GeV. Convoluting with the spectrum of tau neutrino and anti-neutrino
given in Fig. 7.5, rescaling to 2 ⇥ 1020 POT and considering a target of 10 tons, the number of
expected events is

Nev = 4.3 ⇥ 1015 µ2
⌫
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. (7.3.5)

Backgrounds events consist of charged current ⌫e scattering o↵ nuclei for which only the high energy
electron is detected, and neutral current Standard Model neutrino electron scattering of Eq. (7.3.2).
The number of background events and the relative uncertainly can only be evaluated with a detailed
simulation of the full neutrino flux and of the performance of the detector [1008]. In Fig. 7.21 we
show the number of events with an outgoing electron with energy greather then 10 GeV, that would
be produced in the SHiP experiment assuming a value for the magnetic moment of tau neutrino
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SM:

NP: [Domogatsky and D. Nadezhin (1970)]

μν Actual limit (μB)

νe 2,9 •10-11

νμ 6,8 •10-10

ντ 3.9 •10-7 DONUT experiment
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to give back the original neutrino [1034]. The intermediate particles can then couple to an external
electromagnetic field. However, the magnetic moment produced in this manner is extremely small
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The magnetic moment of neutrinos can be enhanced in other new physics models (see, e.g., [1035]).
An increase in the cross section �⌫e for the elastic scattering of neutrino on electron, which involves
only the neutral current in the SM, would imply a larger magnetic moment and would be a clear
signal of new physics. The SM contribution to the energy (T ) distribution of the scattered electron
in the laboratory frame is given by [1036, 1037]
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where the upper (lower) sign refers to the interaction with ⌫ (⌫). The contribution arising from
magnetic moment of neutrino is given by the additional term [1038]:
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There is no interference between the SM and magnetic moment amplitudes as the latter involves a
flip in the spin of the neutrino.

In the laboratory frame the kinematical constraint on the angle between the incoming neutrino
and the scattered electron is [1039]
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⌫�e < 2me/Ee (7.3.4)

and for electron energies of about 1GeV, ✓⌫�e < 30 mrad. This constraint can be used as a criterion
to suppress the background events arising from ⌫ � nucleon scattering. The actual limits on ⌫e and
⌫µ magnetic moment are 2.9 ⇥ 10�11µB [1040] and 6.8 ⇥ 10�10µB [1041] respectively, while for the
tau neutrino the limit of 3.9⇥ 10�7µB has been set by the DONUT experiment [1042]. In DONUT
one event was found, within the acceptance cuts, while 2.3 were expected from the background
processes. For this reason the new limit was deduced by comparing the expected rate for a given
value of the magnetic moment with the level of background events. To get an estimate of the
number of events to be found in SHiP for a given value of the tau neutrino magnetic moment we
can integrate the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7.3.3) above assuming a minimum energy for the
produced electron of 10 GeV. Convoluting with the spectrum of tau neutrino and anti-neutrino
given in Fig. 7.5, rescaling to 2 ⇥ 1020 POT and considering a target of 10 tons, the number of
expected events is

Nev = 4.3 ⇥ 1015 µ2
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. (7.3.5)

Backgrounds events consist of charged current ⌫e scattering o↵ nuclei for which only the high energy
electron is detected, and neutral current Standard Model neutrino electron scattering of Eq. (7.3.2).
The number of background events and the relative uncertainly can only be evaluated with a detailed
simulation of the full neutrino flux and of the performance of the detector [1008]. In Fig. 7.21 we
show the number of events with an outgoing electron with energy greather then 10 GeV, that would
be produced in the SHiP experiment assuming a value for the magnetic moment of tau neutrino
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• Backgrounds are:

➡ Standard Model elastic scattering

➡ νe scattering off nuclei

to give back the original neutrino [1034]. The intermediate particles can then couple to an external
electromagnetic field. However, the magnetic moment produced in this manner is extremely small
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The magnetic moment of neutrinos can be enhanced in other new physics models (see, e.g., [1035]).
An increase in the cross section �⌫e for the elastic scattering of neutrino on electron, which involves
only the neutral current in the SM, would imply a larger magnetic moment and would be a clear
signal of new physics. The SM contribution to the energy (T ) distribution of the scattered electron
in the laboratory frame is given by [1036, 1037]
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where the upper (lower) sign refers to the interaction with ⌫ (⌫). The contribution arising from
magnetic moment of neutrino is given by the additional term [1038]:
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There is no interference between the SM and magnetic moment amplitudes as the latter involves a
flip in the spin of the neutrino.

In the laboratory frame the kinematical constraint on the angle between the incoming neutrino
and the scattered electron is [1039]

✓2
⌫�e < 2me/Ee (7.3.4)

and for electron energies of about 1GeV, ✓⌫�e < 30 mrad. This constraint can be used as a criterion
to suppress the background events arising from ⌫ � nucleon scattering. The actual limits on ⌫e and
⌫µ magnetic moment are 2.9 ⇥ 10�11µB [1040] and 6.8 ⇥ 10�10µB [1041] respectively, while for the
tau neutrino the limit of 3.9⇥ 10�7µB has been set by the DONUT experiment [1042]. In DONUT
one event was found, within the acceptance cuts, while 2.3 were expected from the background
processes. For this reason the new limit was deduced by comparing the expected rate for a given
value of the magnetic moment with the level of background events. To get an estimate of the
number of events to be found in SHiP for a given value of the tau neutrino magnetic moment we
can integrate the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7.3.3) above assuming a minimum energy for the
produced electron of 10 GeV. Convoluting with the spectrum of tau neutrino and anti-neutrino
given in Fig. 7.5, rescaling to 2 ⇥ 1020 POT and considering a target of 10 tons, the number of
expected events is

Nev = 4.3 ⇥ 1015 µ2
⌫
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. (7.3.5)

Backgrounds events consist of charged current ⌫e scattering o↵ nuclei for which only the high energy
electron is detected, and neutral current Standard Model neutrino electron scattering of Eq. (7.3.2).
The number of background events and the relative uncertainly can only be evaluated with a detailed
simulation of the full neutrino flux and of the performance of the detector [1008]. In Fig. 7.21 we
show the number of events with an outgoing electron with energy greather then 10 GeV, that would
be produced in the SHiP experiment assuming a value for the magnetic moment of tau neutrino
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Scattering angle limited
in the laboratory frame

Ee > 1GeV

to give back the original neutrino [1034]. The intermediate particles can then couple to an external
electromagnetic field. However, the magnetic moment produced in this manner is extremely small
and is proportional to the mass of the neutrino [1034]:
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The magnetic moment of neutrinos can be enhanced in other new physics models (see, e.g., [1035]).
An increase in the cross section �⌫e for the elastic scattering of neutrino on electron, which involves
only the neutral current in the SM, would imply a larger magnetic moment and would be a clear
signal of new physics. The SM contribution to the energy (T ) distribution of the scattered electron
in the laboratory frame is given by [1036, 1037]
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where the upper (lower) sign refers to the interaction with ⌫ (⌫). The contribution arising from
magnetic moment of neutrino is given by the additional term [1038]:
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There is no interference between the SM and magnetic moment amplitudes as the latter involves a
flip in the spin of the neutrino.

In the laboratory frame the kinematical constraint on the angle between the incoming neutrino
and the scattered electron is [1039]

✓2
⌫�e < 2me/Ee (7.3.4)

and for electron energies of about 1GeV, ✓⌫�e < 30 mrad. This constraint can be used as a criterion
to suppress the background events arising from ⌫ � nucleon scattering. The actual limits on ⌫e and
⌫µ magnetic moment are 2.9 ⇥ 10�11µB [1040] and 6.8 ⇥ 10�10µB [1041] respectively, while for the
tau neutrino the limit of 3.9⇥ 10�7µB has been set by the DONUT experiment [1042]. In DONUT
one event was found, within the acceptance cuts, while 2.3 were expected from the background
processes. For this reason the new limit was deduced by comparing the expected rate for a given
value of the magnetic moment with the level of background events. To get an estimate of the
number of events to be found in SHiP for a given value of the tau neutrino magnetic moment we
can integrate the di↵erential cross section in Eq. (7.3.3) above assuming a minimum energy for the
produced electron of 10 GeV. Convoluting with the spectrum of tau neutrino and anti-neutrino
given in Fig. 7.5, rescaling to 2 ⇥ 1020 POT and considering a target of 10 tons, the number of
expected events is
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Backgrounds events consist of charged current ⌫e scattering o↵ nuclei for which only the high energy
electron is detected, and neutral current Standard Model neutrino electron scattering of Eq. (7.3.2).
The number of background events and the relative uncertainly can only be evaluated with a detailed
simulation of the full neutrino flux and of the performance of the detector [1008]. In Fig. 7.21 we
show the number of events with an outgoing electron with energy greather then 10 GeV, that would
be produced in the SHiP experiment assuming a value for the magnetic moment of tau neutrino
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equal to the upper limit set by the DONUT experiment of 3.9 ⇥ 10�7µB [1042].
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Figure 7.21: Number of expected events in SHiP producing an electron with energy greather then
10 GeV assuming for µ⌫

⌧

the upper limit set by the DONUT experiment [1042].

7.4 Charmed pentaquark searches

The recent discovery of charged charmonia and bottomonia states is a proof of the existence of
particles with four valence quarks. The nature of the new states found is still debated, they
could be systems bound by QCD forces between colored objects (tetraquarks) or by residual forces
between color singlet objects like hadron molecules. The correlation of the mass of the new states
to meson-meson thresholds favors the hypothesis of these states to be molecules of mesons. On the
other hand the sizeable production of these states at hadron colliders disfavors extended structures
with respect to compact structures. For a recent status report of the situation see, for example,
Ref. [1043]. Once we might consider a violation of the paradigm of hadronic particles being made
of qq̄ or qqq states only, we can also consider the existence of five quark states. Indeed, the
neutrino detector of the SHiP experiment provides a unique opportunity to improve the limits on
the production cross section of a weakly decaying baryon state (B = 1) with C = �1, called ⇥0

c .
Negative searches of such a state have been reported in three experiments. The Babar collaboration
searched for a ⇥0

c resonance in e+e� scattering at the energy of 10.58 GeV [1044], while the Delphi
collaboration used Z boson decays [1045]. However, such experimental situations could be not
optimal for pentaquark generation. The lack of valence quarks available in these reactions could
represent a detractor for the creation of a five valence quark state. Finally, in the analysis reported
by the CHORUS collaboration, a weakly decaying charmed pentaquark state was searched among
the charged current anti-neutrino DIS events in [1046]. The situation is sketched in Fig. 7.22. The
analysis of Ref. [1046] produced as a result an upper limit for the production cross section of a ⇥0

c

�⇥0
c

�⌫̄
< 0.039 at 90% C.L. for ⌧⇥0

c
⇠ 0.5⌧D0 , (7.4.1)

and below 0.085 at 90% C.L. for longer lifetime of the ⇥0
c . These limits were obtained with a

relatively low statistic. Indeed, 2262 charged current anti-neutrino events were collected by the
CHORUS experiment, with only 32 events with anti-charm production. This is because the CHO-
RUS detector was using an almost pure ⌫µ beam. On the other hand, in the SHiP neutrino
detector, one expects about 0.6 million of anti neutrino interactions and, of them, about 50.000
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Table 10.4: Principal non-Z pole observables, compared with the SM best fit
predictions. The first MW and ΓW values are from the Tevatron [219,220] and
the second ones from LEP 2 [170]. The value of mt differs from the one in the
Particle Listings since it includes recent preliminary results. The world averages
for gνe

V,A are dominated by the CHARM II [82] results, gνe
V = −0.035 ± 0.017 and

gνe
A = −0.503 ± 0.017. The errors are the total (experimental plus theoretical)

uncertainties. The ττ value is the τ lifetime world average computed by combining
the direct measurements with values derived from the leptonic branching ratios [45];
in this case, the theory uncertainty is included in the SM prediction. In all other
SM predictions, the uncertainty is from MZ , MH , mt, mb, mc, !α(MZ), and αs,
and their correlations have been accounted for. The column denoted Pull gives the
standard deviations.

Quantity Value Standard Model Pull

mt [GeV] 173.24 ± 0.95 173.87 ± 0.87 −0.7
MW [GeV] 80.387 ± 0.016 80.363 ± 0.006 1.5

80.376 ± 0.033 0.4
ΓW [GeV] 2.046 ± 0.049 2.090 ± 0.001 −0.9

2.196 ± 0.083 1.3
MH [GeV] 125.6 ± 0.4 125.5 ± 0.4 0.1
ργW 0.45 ± 0.31 0.01 ± 0.03 1.4

0.12 ± 0.43 0.00 ± 0.03 0.3
ργZ 0.08 ± 0.28 0.01 ± 0.04 0.2
ρZW 0.30 ± 0.39 0.00 ± 0.01 0.8
gνe
V −0.040 ± 0.015 −0.0397 ± 0.0001 0.0

gνe
A −0.507 ± 0.014 −0.5064 0.0

QW (e) −0.0403 ± 0.0053 −0.0473 ± 0.0003 1.3
QW (p) 0.064 ± 0.012 0.0708 ± 0.0003 −0.6
QW (Cs) −72.62 ± 0.43 −73.25 ± 0.01 1.5
QW (Tl) −116.4 ± 3.6 −116.90 ± 0.02 0.1
!s2
Z(eDIS) 0.2299 ± 0.0043 0.23126 ± 0.00005 −0.3

ττ [fs] 291.13 ± 0.43 291.19 ± 2.41 0.0
1
2 (gµ − 2 − α

π ) (4511.07± 0.79) × 10−9 (4508.68 ± 0.08) × 10−9 3.0

should yield approximately Gaussian combined errors by the large number theorem. An
exception is the theory dominated error on the τ lifetime, which we recalculate in each
χ2-function call since it depends itself on αs. Sizes and shapes of the output errors
(the uncertainties of the predictions and the SM fit parameters) are fully determined by
the fit, and 1 σ errors are defined to correspond to ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2

min = 1, and do not
necessarily correspond to the 68.3% probability range or the 39.3% probability contour
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W mass measurement provides a fundamental test 
of the internal consistency of the Standard Model

• Precise knowledge of nucleon strangeness is critical for BSM 
searches at the LHC

• and for important Electroweak theory tests

‣ Example: W mass measurement
‣ W production at 14TeV comes from ~ 80% ud + 20% cs

Proton strangeness
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Figure 3: The relative strange sea uncertainty obtained from variants of the ABM12 PDF analy-
sis [31] with only NuTeV and CCFR data [40] employed to constrain the strange sea (grey area) and
with the solid lines displaying the relative change in the strange sea due to the NOMAD [41] (left
panel) and CHORUS [42] (right panel) data sets. The dots correspond to the strange sea uncertainty
after inclusion of the new data sets. Plot taken from [28].

production in (anti)neutrino-iron DIS interactions. The recent publication of new data
samples for charm di-muon production in neutrino-iron DIS interactions by the NOMAD
experiment [41] and for inclusive charm production in nuclear emulsions by the CHORUS
experiment [42] shown a clear improvement of the situation as illustrated in fig. 3.

Further issues

• Strangeness from heavy-quark DIS in CC interactions [28]; data from Nomad and
Chorus; W±+charm quark production at the LHC

• Nuclear effects in neutrino nucleon DIS (cf. Sec.6 of [6]); discuss constraints on nuclear
corrections [28]

• Electroweak measurements in neutrino nucleon DIS: sin2 θW from Paschos-Wolfenstein
relation (cf. [43] and Sec.7 of [6])

• New high statistics from a DIS experiment can also improve the current precision of
strong coupling constant αs measurements.

αs measurements (cf. Sec.5 of [6]) from global fits and from sum rules (Gross-Llewellyn
Smith sum rule, unpolarized Bjorken sum rule); stress importance of higher twist here;
see review [44]
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● normalized distribution 1/σ dσ/dx,   for different eta_l cuts

● with |eta_l|<1.0,  the average x value peaked around 5 10⁻³ 
   corresponding uncertainties of the individual densities
   are consistent with the large MW spread

● PDF uncertainty of different flavors 
   relevant for W+ production
   the strange uncertainty is a factor ~3 larger than the other
   csbar contributes 20% of the xsec

● with |eta_l|< 4.9, the average x peaked around 5 10⁻⁴, 
   the PDF uncertainties are not much different than in the
   previous case
   but
   the interplay between the different densities is not trivial
   and helps to reduce the uncertainty
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• PDF uncertainty of different flavors

• strangeness uncertainty ~3 times 
larger then the others

PDF uncertainty relevant for W mass measurement

• ABM12 PDF

• strange see quark comes basically 
from NuTeV/CCFR
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FIG. 22: The same as in Fig. 18 for the absolute values of the n f = 5 flavor ABMP16 (right-tilted hatch),
CT14 [7] (left-tilted hatch), MMHT14 [9] (left-right tilted hatch) and NNPDF3.0 [10] (shaded area) PDFs
at the factorization scale µ2 = M2

Z .
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Strangeness in current PDF 
sets & the ATLAS W/Z data

sketched in Fig. 7.16. Precise knowledge of the strangeness is an important information for many

⌫̄

µ

µ

+

c̄

s̄

p(n)

Figure 7.16: Diagram for anti-charm production in anti-neutrino charged current interactions.

precision tests of the SM as well as for BSM searches at the LHC. The W mass is a fundamental
parameter of the model and at the LHC W boson production proceeds for the 80% through the ud̄
channel and 20% through the cs̄ channel. For a detailed discussion about the strong impact of the
uncertainty of the strange quark content of the proton on W mass measurements see for example
Ref. [1007]. In Fig. 7.17 the current situation for the proton strangeness (s + s̄) is summarized
including uncertainty bands. Although the four PDF collaborations: NNPDF3.0, MMHT, CT10
and ABM12, use approximately the same data points, the final results are quite di↵erent in the x
range (0.001, 0.1). The strange see quark determination by all the PDF groups relies mainly on the
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Figure 7.17: s + s̄ distribution in the proton.

dimuon data collected by the NuTeV/CCFR collaboration. Despite the high number of charged
current ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ events, 1.280.000 and 270.000 respectively, the detection of charm production was
limited by the selection based on the muon decay channel for the charmed resonances produced.
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Strangeness is one of the places where 
differences between current PDF sets 
is more marked, despite the fact that  

global fits use essentially the same data

The strange-quark density [arXiv:1612.03016]

I Confirmation of result with ATLAS 2010 W ,Z
data of large strange-quark sea at low Q2 = 1.9
GeV2 and low x = 0.023 with significantly
reduced experimental uncertainty:
rs = s̄/d̄ = 1.19± 0.07 (exp)± 0.16 (fit+ thy)

I Uncertainties from QCD scale and
FEWZ/DYNNLO now larger than experimental
uncertainties

I Most PDF sets feature significantly suppressed
strange-quark density

rs =
s+s̄
2d̄

Rs =
s+s̄
ū+d̄

Central value 1.19 1.13

Experimental data ±0.07 ±0.05

Model (mb, Q2
min, Q

2
0 &mc) ±0.02 ±0.02

Parameterization
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Total uncertainty
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Recent ATLAS W/Z measurement at odds 
with global fits that prefer suppressed 

strange-quark density

… possible tension with fixed-target data 
used in global fits (NuTeV, CCFR)



  70.000 from nu_mu              20.000 from anti-numu
+30.000 from nu_e              + 30.000 from anti-nue

  ~100.000 charm                    ~  50.000 anticharm                 

‣ charm identification not limited kinematically
‣ complementary information with respect to NuTeV (even closer to threshold)

• NuTeV is the basic experiment

‣ out of 1.280.000 nu_mu  and 270.000 anti-nu_mu interactions

NuTeV observed ~ 6000 dimuon events with:
charm only form nu_mu and
only charm decay to nu_mu

• SHiP would have more statistics
nu_mu: 1.800.000
anti-nu_mu:   660.000

but should observe much more events of charm production, not only dimuon

The SHiP experiment 
offers a unique opportunity



Impact of SHiP measurements 
on strangeness
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Overlap and extend the kinematic  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at present the best probe of  
strangeness in global fits

Supersede the NuTeV data with  
respect to both statistical  

(larger dataset) and systematic 
(better understanding, full  

correlations available)uncertainties 
CC muon events only
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Impact of SHiP measurements 
on strangeness

Assess the impact of adding SHiP 
pseudodata to NNPDF 3.0  

performed using Bayesian reweighting

Pseudodata uncertainties:  
~2-3% (charm) ~4-5% (anticharm) stat.

5% (uniform) uncorr. syst.

Significant reduction of the uncertainties 
on both the s+ and s-  combinations in  

the medium-x range [0.005, 0.3]
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Table 2: As in Table 1, but for new states near the first open flavor thresholds in the cc̄ and bb̄
regions, ordered by mass. For X(3872), the values given are based only upon decays to π+π−J/ψ.
Updated from [7] with kind permission, copyright (2011), Springer, and [8] with kind permission
from the authors.

State m (MeV) Γ (MeV) JPC Process (mode) Experiment (#σ) Year Status

X(3872) 3871.68±0.17 < 1.2 1++ B → K (π+π−J/ψ) Belle [37,38] (12.8), BABAR [39] (8.6) 2003 OK

pp̄ → (π+π−J/ψ) + ... CDF [40–42] (np), D0 [43] (5.2)

B → K (ωJ/ψ) Belle [44] (4.3), BABAR [45] (4.0)

B → K (D∗0D
0
) Belle [46,47] (6.4), BABAR [48] (4.9)

B → K (γJ/ψ) Belle [49] (4.0), BABAR [50,51] (3.6),

LHCb [52] (>10)

B → K (γψ(2S)) BABAR [51] (3.5), Belle [49] (0.4),

LHCb [52] (4.4)

pp → (π+π−J/ψ) + ... LHCb [53,54] (np)

Zc(3900)
+ 3883.9 ± 4.5 25 ± 12 1+− Y (4260) → π−(DD̄∗)+ BESIII [55]( np) 2013 NC!

3891.2 ± 3.3 40 ± 8 ??− Y (4260) → π−(π+J/ψ) BESIII [56]( 8), Belle [57]( 5.2) 2013 OK

T. Xiao et al. [CLEO data] [58]( >5)

Zc(4020)
+ 4022.9 ± 2.8 7.9 ± 3.7 ??− Y (4260, 4360) → π−(π+hc) BESIII [59]( 8.9) 2013 NC!

4026.3 ± 4.5 24.8 ± 9.5 ??− Y (4260) → π−(D∗D̄∗)+ BESIII [60]( 10) 2013 NC!

Zb(10610)
+ 10607.2 ± 2.0 18.4 ± 2.4 1+− Υ(10860) → π(πΥ(1S, 2S, 3S)) Belle [61,62,63]( >10) 2011 OK

Υ(10860) → π−(π+hb(1P, 2P )) Belle [62]( 16) 2011 OK

Υ(10860) → π−(BB̄∗)+ Belle [64]( 8) 2012 NC!

Zb(10650)
+ 10652.2 ± 1.5 11.5 ± 2.2 1+− Υ(10860) → π−(π+Υ(1S, 2S, 3S)) Belle [61,62]( >10) 2011 OK

Υ(10860) → π−(π+hb(1P, 2P )) Belle [62]( 16) 2011 OK

Υ(10860) → π−(B∗B̄∗)+ Belle [64]( 6.8) 2012 NC!

mode, Y (4260) → π+π−J/ψ. The presence of Υ(nS) peaks in

Fig. 1 at rates two orders of magnitude larger than expected

for transitions requiring a heavy-quark spin-flip, along with

separate studies with exclusive decays Υ(nS) → µ+µ−, allow

precise calibration of the π+π− recoil mass spectrum and very

accurate measurements of hb(1P ) and hb(2P ) masses. Both cor-

responding hyperfine splittings are consistent with zero within

an uncertainty of about 1.5 MeV (lowered to ±1.1 MeV for

hb(1P ) in Ref. [30]) .

August 21, 2014 13:18

From the PDG 2014

✴ large number of newly discovered states

✴ neither can unambiguously be assigned to charmonia or bottomonia

‣ X(3872) widely studied
‣ still no interpretation
‣ quantum number recently fixed by LHCb

✴ possibly a multiquark state

‣ no limitation from the strong interaction
‣ searches in the baryon sector might help to clarify the phenomenology
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Figure 2: Projections of the amplitude fits
with Pc(4380)+ and Pc(4450)+ states to the
Λ0

b → JψpK− data onto the invariant mass
distributions of mKp (top) and mJψp (bottom).

expected resonant behavior, the diagram for Pc(4380)+ deviates

somewhat from the expectation. The statistical errors are large,

especially for the broader Pc(4380)+ state. Higher statistics

data might make these diagrams more conclusive. The addition

October 4, 2016 22:20

LHCb new resonances found in                                     decays
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PENTAQUARKS

Written March 2016 by M. Karliner (Tel Aviv U.), T. Skwarnicki
(Syracuse U.)

Experimental searches for pentaquark hadrons comprised

of light flavors have a long and vivid history. No undisputed

candidates have been found in 50 years. The first wave of obser-

vations of pentaquark candidates containing a strange antiquark

occurred in the early seventies, see e.g. a review in the 1976

edition of Particle Data Group listings for Z0(1780), Z0(1865)

and Z1(1900) [1]. The last mention of these candidates can be

found in the 1992 edition [2] with the perhaps prophetic com-

ment “the results permit no definite conclusion - the same story

for 20 years. [...] The skepticism about baryons not made of

three quarks, and lack of any experimental activity in this area,

make it likely that another 20 years will pass before the issue

is decided.” A decade later, a second wave of observations oc-

curred, possibly motivated by specific theoretical predictions for

their existence [3–5]. The evidence for pentaquarks was based

on observations of peaks in the invariant mass distributions of

their decay products. More data, or more sensitive experiments

did not confirm these claims [6]. In the last mention of the best

known candidate from that period, Θ(1540)+, the 2006 Particle

Data Group listing [7] included a statement: “The conclusion

that pentaquarks in general, and that Θ+, in particular, do

not exist, appears compelling.” which well reflected the pre-

vailing mood in the particle physics community until a study

of Λ0
b → JψpK− (Jψ → µ+µ−) decays by LHCb [8]( charge

conjugate modes are implied). In addition to many excitations

of the Λ baryon (hereafter denoted as Λ∗ resonances) decaying

to K−p, these data contain a narrow peak in the Jψp mass

distribution, which is evident as a horizontal band in the Dalitz

plot (Fig. 1).

CITATION: C. Patrignani et al. (Particle Data Group), Chin. Phys. C, 40, 100001 (2016)
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• two resonances (3/2-, 5/2+) or (3/2+, 5/2-)

• molecular models that seems appealing for 
mesons is challenged for barions (spin, parity)

• interpretation in terms of rescattering effects 
still cannot be ruled out

• other direct detection of pentaquark states 
desirable
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Fig. 2. Decay topology of Θ0
c events produced in ν̄µ interactions with two and four prongs.

sion tracks do not converge to a common vertex potentially contain a short-lived particle decay
topology and are selected for further inspection [29]. Recently, CHORUS has published a sample
of about 2000 ν̄µ interactions analyzed with this method, where charmed hadrons were looked
for [21].

In this paper a new search for Θ0
c production, performed from a sample of CHORUS data, is

presented. We have analyzed an enlarged data sample obtained with additional event location. In
the following section, the analysis strategy is explained.

5. Analysis strategy

If the mass lies below the threshold, the Θ0
c decays weakly. Weak decay modes of the Θ0

c are
the ones listed in Eq. (2) since we focus on the decay channels with a proton in the final state.
Therefore the signature of a Θ0

c event consists of a primary neutrino interaction with a short-lived
particle which in turn decays emitting two or four charged particles in the final state, as shown
in Fig. 2.

Given the fact that Θ0
c may decay via either the annihilation or the decay of the c̄ quark, the

lifetime of the Θ0
c is expected to be similar to that of the D0 state. Nevertheless, some exper-

iments [30,31] have claimed the observation of neutral charmed hadrons with longer lifetime
than D0. Therefore, in order to cover all possible ranges of lifetimes with high efficiency for the
pentaquark search, the NetScan method is applied with an enlarged fiducial volume. The scan-
ning volume is like a pyramid as shown in Fig. 3. This volume contains the vertex plate itself,
the plate immediately upstream, and ten plates downstream of the vertex plate, corresponding
to 9.48 mm along the beam direction. The transverse area of the first plate is 1.5 × 1.5 mm2,
enlarged to 3.0 × 3.0 mm2 in the most downstream plate.

The number of located events with a muon of positive charge as determined by muon spec-
trometer is 2262. In order to obtain the sample of ν̄µ CC interactions, one has to subtract from
this sample the contaminations due to:

– νµCC events with the µ− reconstructed as a µ+;
– hadrons reconstructed as a µ+ by the muon spectrometer, either in CC events where the µ

is not identified or in neutral-current (NC) interactions.

CHORUS:
‣ Analyzed 2262 anti-nu-mu CC events 

finding no evidence

‣ 32 events with anti-charm found

SHiP:
‣ 660.000 anti-nu-mu CC events 

expected

‣ ~ 50.000 events with anti-charm 
production expected

• an upper limit of about 2.8 GeV set to avoid strong decay into D-p or D0n
• production favored by the valence quarks available
• anti-nu scattering can generate a baryon with anti-charm content

G. De Lellis et al. / Nuclear Physics B 763 (2007) 268–282 281

90% C.L. we get

σΘ0
c

σν̄
< 1.0 × 10−4.

This value corresponds to less than 1% of the D̄0 production cross-section in anti-neutrino inter-
actions, thus providing a powerful discovery tool for charmed pentaquarks.

10. Conclusions

We have reported the result of a search for the charmed pentaquark in the CHORUS experi-
ment. Focusing on the proton decay channel, we have presented a possible strategy for a search
in anti-neutrino events. A sample of 2262 ν̄µ CC interaction was analyzed and no evidence for
the Θ0

c production was found. The upper limit of the production ratio σΘ0
c
/σν̄ was estimated as

function of different Θ0
c lifetimes. In the spanned range of Θ0

c lifetimes (0.5 to 16 τD0 ), the upper
limit of the production ratio is less than 0.085 at 90% C.L. The tightest bound is σΘ0

c
/σν̄ <0.039

at 90% C.L., obtained for Θ0
c lifetime equal to 0.5τD0 . The upper bound is above the D̄0 produc-

tion in anti-neutrinos and therefore does not provide a tight bound to the Θ0
c production. That is

mainly due to the limited statistics of the ν̄µ sample.
We have also considered an ECC-like detector at neutrino factory and outlined the potentiality

of such a detector in the search for the Θ0
c through the detection of the proton decay channels.

By using a 0.68 ton detector and replacing its mass for 14 times, once a day, with a conservative
approach, an upper limit of 1.0 × 10−4 of the production ratio is achievable in case of null result.
This value is less than 1% of the D̄0 production cross-section in ν̄µ interactions, thus providing
an excellent sensitivity to the process in spite of the compactness and simplicity of the detector.
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FIG. 1. The leading order contribution of the Z0 to neutrino
trident production (another diagram with µ+ and µ� reversed
is not shown). Other contributions at the same order in g0

are further suppressed by the Fermi scale.

is not directly relevant for our work, and thus we suppress
any additional pieces in (1) related to the corresponding
Higgs sector.

This model contributes to the neutrino trident pro-
duction at lowest order through the diagram shown in
Fig. 1. This contribution interferes with the SM contri-
bution coming from W

±
/Z exchange. In order to gain

insight into the di↵erent contributions, in what follows
we provide analytical results using the equivalent pho-
ton approximation (EPA) [14, 15]. Under the EPA, the
full cross-section of a muon-neutrino scattering with a
nucleus N is related to the cross-section of the neutrino
scattering with a real photon through,

�(⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

�) =

Z
�(⌫µ� ! ⌫µµ

+
µ

�) P (s, q2) .(2)

Here, P (q2, s) is the probability of creating a virtual pho-
ton in the field of the nucleus N with virtuality q

2 which
results in the energy being

p
s in the center-of-mass frame

of the incoming neutrino and a real photon. This proba-
bility is given by [16]

P (q2, s) =
Z

2
e

2

4⇡2

ds

s

dq

2

q

2
F

2(q2) , (3)

where Ze and F (q2) are the charge and the electromag-
netic form-factor of the nucleus, respectively. The in-
tegral over s is done from 4m2 to 2E⌫q, with the muon
mass m and the neutrino energy E⌫ . The q integral has a
lower limit of 4m2

/(2E⌫) and the upper limit is regulated
by the exponential form-factor. We thus concentrate on
the computation of the cross-section �(⌫µ� ! ⌫µµ
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where vSM = 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion value and v
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Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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where the second term is the interference between the
SM and the Z0 contributions. In the heavy mass limit,
mZ0 � p

s this can be expressed concisely as [13]
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This expression also holds for the di↵erential cross-
section in this limit, up to muon mass corrections.

In the limit of light Z0, mZ0 ⌧ p
s the expression is

more complex. In the leading log approximation, the
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m

�2
Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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FIG. 2. Parameter space for the Z0 gauge boson. The light-
grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

Associated production of charged leptons
via neutral current interactions
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Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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where the second term is the interference between the
SM and the Z0 contributions. In the heavy mass limit,
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s this can be expressed concisely as [13]
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This expression also holds for the di↵erential cross-
section in this limit, up to muon mass corrections.
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m
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Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and
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Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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where the second term is the interference between the
SM and the Z0 contributions. In the heavy mass limit,
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s this can be expressed concisely as [13]
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This expression also holds for the di↵erential cross-
section in this limit, up to muon mass corrections.
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m

�2
Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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FIG. 2. Parameter space for the Z0 gauge boson. The light-
grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

3

Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m
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Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
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� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
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the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
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muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and
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tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m

�2
Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

3

Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
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2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m
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Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.
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� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
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cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and
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Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m

�2
Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
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� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

3

Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m

�2
Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
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� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

3

Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m
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Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.
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� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and
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Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].
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s the expression is

more complex. In the leading log approximation, the
interference term is given by
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As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m

�2
Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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FIG. 2. Parameter space for the Z0 gauge boson. The light-
grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

3

Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2

< ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
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The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].
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ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m
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Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,

the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ

+
µ

� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2

< s < 2E⌫q and 4m2
/(2E⌫) <

q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident
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FIG. 2. Parameter space for the Z0 gauge boson. The light-
grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but focusing on the low mass region.
Constraints from CHARM-II and CCFR, Eqs. (15) and (16)
are shown separately. We do not attempt a statistical com-
bination of the results. The dashed lines show the expected
limit if the trident cross-section could be measured with 10%
or 30% accuracy using 5 GeV neutrinos scattering on Argon.

muon-neutrinos. Implementing the phase space integra-
tions that correspond to the signal selection criteria of
CCFR and CHARM-II, we arrive to the sensitivity plots
in Figs. 2 and 3. Our results show that the parameter
space favored by the muon g � 2 discrepancy is entirely
ruled-out above mZ0 & 400 MeV, proving the importance
of neutrino trident production for tests of physics beyond
the SM.

Other constraints and future possibilities. As can be
seen from Fig. 2, the region between 5 . mZ0 . 50 GeV
is independently constrained by searches for the SM Z

decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The bound
obtained by recasting the ATLAS search [25], based on
the full 7+8 TeV data set, extends down to g

0 ⇠ 10�2

at mZ0 ⇠ 10 GeV. However, the sensitivity diminishes
at low mZ0 because of the cuts employed in this specific
LHC search, and in particular on the invariant mass of
same flavor opposite sign leptons. The clear sensitivity
of high-energy colliders to this region of parameter space
motivates a dedicated search targeting the specific topol-
ogy of an on-shell Z0 emitted from the muonic decay of
the Z vector-boson and consequently decaying into a pair
of muons. At quite low mZ0 a complication arises as the
Z0 becomes more boosted and the muons originating from
its decay are more tightly collimated, forming a so-called
“lepton-jet” [31]. Thus, low-mass leptonic Z0 points to
an interesting prospect of a search for events with two
opposite-sign muons in addition to one muon-jet, alto-
gether reconstructing the Z boson.

Searches at B-factories for four lepton events can also
be sensitive to the low mZ0 region. A search by BaBar
looked at the pair production of two narrow resonances,
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FIG. 4. Expected number of trident events per ton of Argon
and per 1020 POT at the LBNE near detector for a neutrino
energy of E⌫ = 5 GeV as a function of the Z0 mass. The
horizontal line shows the SM prediction. The purple (dark
grey) region corresponds to Z0 masses and couplings that yield
a contribution to the muon g-2 in the range �aµ = (2.9 ±
1.8)⇥ 10�9. The light grey region is excluded by CCFR.

each decaying into a µ

+
µ

� (or e

+
e

�) pair [32]. While
that search was optimized to an underlying two-body
event topology, with two equal masses, rather than one
resonance, we can use it to gain insight on the poten-
tial sensitivity of a dedicated search of Z0. Requiring the
Z0 to contribute less than 10 events in each, 100 MeV
wide, bin of the µ

+
µ

� invariant mass distribution shown
in ref. [32], we estimate a sensitivity to a coupling at
the level of g

0 ⇠ 2 ⇥ 10�2 for Z0 masses in the range
0.5 . mZ0 . 5 GeV. Dedicated analyses of BaBar and
Belle data, as well as future searches at Belle II might be
able to probe couplings down to few⇥10�3 over a wide
kinematic window of mZ0 , open for direct Z0 production
with subsequent decay to muon pairs.

Perhaps even more interestingly, the low mZ0 region
can be e�ciently explored at the planned neutrino facil-
ity LBNE, with its lower energy and higher luminosity, as
compared to past neutrino beam experiments. In Fig. 4
we show an estimate for the expected number of trident
events per ton of Argon and per 1020 protons-on-target
(POT) at the near detector at a LBNE-like run where
for simplicity we set the neutrino energy to E⌫ = 5 GeV.
For our estimate we use the expected charged current
rates from [33] and the charged current cross sections
from [34]. With about one year of data (corresponding to
⇠ 6⇥1020 POT [35]) and a ⇠ 18 ton Argon near detector
setup [36], we expect O(100) trident events in the region
of parameter space favored by the muon g-2 anomaly
with ⇠ 30 � 100% contribution from new physics. Need-
less to say, a more thorough study is needed before the
precise sensitivity can be established. Nevertheless, these

[Altmannshofer, Gori, Pospelov, Yavin (2014)] 
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TABLE I: Modified vector and axial coupling constants
for different combinations of incident neutrino flavours

and final states

where the first line contains the appropriate spinor wave-
functions for an incident neutrino and anti-neutrino beam
respectively. Vijk and Aijk are the flavour dependent
vector and axial coupling strengths, which are typically
denoted CV and CA respectively. We use non-standard
notation to stress that these couplings carry flavour in-
dices because some processes are mediated exclusively by
W bosons, others exclusively by Z bosons, and some a
mixture of the two. As we see from Fig. 2, these media-
tors modify the coupling to the vector and axial currents,
as can be verified by use of Fierz identities. As noted in
[4] the interference between the neutral and charged cur-
rent channels in the Standard Model results in a 40%
reduction in the cross section compared to the V − A
theory prediction. Thus by considering different combi-
nations of leptons in the final state the cross section can
be enhanced, or suppressed, significantly. The constants
Aijk and Vijk are presented in Table I for νµ → νµτ+τ−

and for all trident processes with lifetime event counts
greater than 0.01 at either SHiP or DUNE.

B. Coherent, Diffractive and Deep Inelastic
Regimes

We will begin by reviewing conventional scattering of
neutrinos off of nuclei to emphasize the qualitative differ-
ences in trident production. Neutrino-nucleus scattering
is dominated by charged current events, which can be
loosely partitioned into three classes for Eν

>∼ 100 MeV:
quasi-elastic scattering, hadronic resonance production,
and deep inelastic scattering [9]. It is only at low cen-
tre of mass energies E <∼ 50 MeV that coherent scattering
via the neutral current is possible such that the reaction’s
cross section scales as σ ∼ (A − Z)2E2

ν with A − Z the
number of neutrons. In this energy regime coherent scat-

tering cross sections can be as much as three orders of
magnitude larger than that predicted by a naïve sum of
the nucleon cross sections [8].

p1

p4

p3

Zµ

p5

q

p, n

νµ

p, n

τ+

τ−

νµ

FIG. 2: An example of a process which takes place
exclusively through the neutral current channel. The

mismatch in flavour between the incident neutrino and
outgoing leptons prohibits a charged current interaction.

This limited kinematic window stands in sharp con-
trast to trident production where coherent contributions
are possible at all energies, because the reaction is not
2 → 2 and the phase space is therefore less kinemati-
cally constrained. This scattering is mediated electro-
magnetically, and, in addition to the coherent Z2 ampli-
fication, the photon’s propagator introduces an infrared
divergence that further enhances the amplitude. As is
the case for coherent neutrino scattering this regime is
characterized by small momentum transfers (Q2 ∼ R−2

A )
wherein the phases of the various amplitudes are nearly
commensurate, and the amplitudes interfere construc-
tively. Kinematic considerations constrain the momen-
tum transfer via Q > s/(2Eν), with s the invariant mass
of the neutrino-photon pair [4]. When combined with the
lepton pair’s mass threshold, this regulates the infrared
divergence mentioned above. The three regimes typically
considered in charged-current scattering for high energy
neutrinos (mentioned in the first paragraph) also exist
for trident production. Quasi-elastic-like diffractive scat-
tering can contribute significantly to trident production,
especially when threshold effects related to lepton masses
are important. We expect the deep inelastic contribution
to be suppressed, but for many of the neutrino energies
at SHiP it is the only kinematically allowed production
mechanism for tau leptons, and so we also include this
regime in our analysis.

1. Coherent Regime

The coherent contribution to neutrino trident produc-
tion can be accurately calculated using the equivalent
photon approximation (EPA) [2, 4, 13, 20]. In the EPA
the cross section for the full scattering process is decom-
posed into two pieces. First the cross section correspond-
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FIG. 4: σ/Eν trident cross sections normalized by Z2

for various SM flavours as a function of the incoming
neutrino energy on an argon target (DUNE).

SM this is maximal in the case of W mediated interac-
tions, intermediate for W+Z mediated interactions, and
minimal for Z mediated interactions. The W exclusive
channel corresponds to scattering events where the in-
coming and outgoing neutrino belong to different lepton
generations, and thus these channels will be more prob-
able. Another dominant feature controlling the relative
size of cross sections is related to the masses of the out-
going leptons. This dictates the size of the logarithmic
enhancement coming from the low Q2 phase space. This
is a feature of the IR divergence arising from the photon
propagator, which is regulated by the finite masses of the
charged leptons. Finally the rates quoted in Tables II
to IV are further influenced by beam luminosity, and so
tend to favour incident muon configurations, except at
the DUNE far detector, where they favour incident elec-
tron neutrinos.

These qualitative features suggest that νµ → νeµ−e+

would serve as the dominant production mode at both
the DUNE near detector and SHiP. Examining Tables II
and III, this is indeed the case. It is a CC-exclusive
process (high axial-vector couplings), it benefits from
the large flux of muon neutrinos, and from the loga-
rithmic enhancement afforded by the low electron mass.
This final statement is most important at DUNE due,
to its lower ⟨Eν⟩, which makes it sensitive to muon-mass
threshold effects. For diffractive processes the sensitiv-
ity of the cross section to the charged lepton masses is
weakened due to the lower bound Qmin in Eq. (6). This
accounts for the difference in ordering of rates between
the coherent and diffractive contributions to the cross
section found in Tables II to IV. At DUNE this results
in an enhancement of the cross section by a factor of 35
when compared to the production mode νµ → νµµ+µ−,
which was observed at CHARM-II, CCFR, and NuTeV
[10, 11, 16]. No dedicated search was carried out for elec-
tron production in trident modes at these experiments.
The detector technology typically consisted of interwoven
layers of heavy element materials to induce neutrino in-

teractions, followed by calorimeters to measure the final
lepton states. Electrons create showers and scatter much
more in these layers, as opposed to muons which tend
to follow a straight trajectory until the muon spectrom-
eter. It was thus much more difficult to impose vertex
requirements on electrons, which is an integral part of
the trident analysis. Neutrino detector technology has
greatly evolved since then, and it is now feasible to con-
sider mixed flavour trident channels.

The lifetime expected event count for µ+τ− and µ−τ+

production are both approximately unity. Given the un-
certain run-time and technical specifications of SHiP it
is possible that tridents containing tau leptons will oc-
cur, however the rates are sufficiently low that it is not
clear at what level of statistical significance these can be
observed, especially after applying necessary cuts. Our
analysis suggest that these events are most likely to occur
for intermediate momentum transfers (i.e. in the diffrac-
tive regime). Our deep inelastic analysis revealed high-
Q2 trident production to be extremely suppressed for all
flavours, including tau leptons. ντ induced electon-muon
pairs may be observable, however, due to the much higher
flux of νµ’s this channel will be dominated by νµ induced
events with identical charged lepton final states, which
will leave an indistinguishable signature in the detector.

In the case of the DUNE collaboration, the size of
the near detector is currently being planned such that
it can obtain approximately ten times the statistics of
the far detector; allowing for a reduction in the system-
atic uncertainties of the neutrino beam. Our results show
that even for near detector masses that minimally satisfy
this requirement trident production should be detectable.
Given the large beam intensity at the near detector, every
additional unit of detector mass represents a fantastic re-
turn on investment from the perspective of rare neutrino
processes such as trident production. Pushing from hun-
dreds to thousands of events would lower statistical error
to the level of a few percent, and could potentially allow
for trident production to act as a complimentary beam
characterization tool. This is alluring because trident
production is only sensitive to the target nucleus’ elec-
tric form factor, in contrast to CC events where uncer-
tainties in the axial form factor still introduce significant
systematic effects.

While interesting in its own right as a test of the Stan-
dard Model, neutrino trident production can also act as
a significant background in the search for new physics.
This is because of its qualitative similarities to processes
involving lepton flavour violation, which is a signature
of many BSM models. Our estimated rates also suggest
that both SHiP and the DUNE near detector can be used
to constrain BSM physics; comparison with the number
of events identified by the CCFR, and CHARM-II col-
laboration in the di-muon channel alone demonstrates
that both SHiP and DUNE are competitive with these
previous experiments. With access to flavour dependent
final states, however, we believe these experiments can
do much better. For example the Z ′ coupling to Lµ−Lτ

tau+ tau- generation possible but dominant mode is

• CC-exclusive process (high axial-vector couplings)

• large flux of muon neutrinos

• logarithmic enhancement afforded by the low electron mass. 

Associated production of charged leptons
via neutral current interactions

[Magill, Plastid (2016)]
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the relative number of protons to neutrons in DIS both
introduce a sub-leading dependence on the ratio of pro-
tons to neutrons that is not removed by the per nucleon
normalization.

FIG. 3: σ/Eν trident cross sections normalized by Z2

for various SM flavours as a function of the incoming
neutrino energy on a lead target (SHiP).

In Table II we show the expected number of events
in the various production modes for both low-Q2 events
calculated within the coherent EPA and intermediate-Q2

events calculated using the diffractive EPA. DIS rates are
not included, because the cumulative lifetime event-count
for all production modes in the deep inelastic regime is

N (tot)
DIS ≈ 0.1.
The basic features of our analysis can be understood

by looking at Table I and Eq. (4) and remembering that
the neutrino beam is dominated by νµ and νµ. This is
discussed in greater detail in Section IV.

C. Rates for DUNE

DUNE [1] is composed of a near detector that primarily
sees a flux of muon neutrinos and a far detector used to
study the appearance of electron neutrinos as a result of
oscillations from the muon neutrino beam. That said,
there will be a mixture of both neutrino flavours at each
site relevant for trident. Both near and far detectors are
based on argon time projection chambers, which allow for
the differentiation of electrons and photons. We take the
electron and muon identification efficiencies to be 90%.

In Table III and Table IV, we show the expected num-
ber of events for the near and far detectors respectively.
The rates in both tables are calculated assuming an
850kt-MW-yr exposure in the far detector. This num-
ber corresponds to the amount of data collected in the
lifetime of DUNE given their optimized design. To con-
vert this measure to protons on target, note that the far
detector weighs 40kt, and a beam power of 1.07MW with
80GeV protons corresponds to 1.47 × 1021 POT/yr [1].
This gives roughly 3× 1022 POT. The full details of the
luminosity calculations are given in Appendix C. As we

Neutrino Beam Anti-Neutrino Beam

Process Coh Diff Process Coh Diff

νµ → νee
+µ−

73.98 53.15 ν̄µ → ν̄ee
−µ+

25.23 18.7

νµ → νµe
+e− 23.03 9.64 ν̄µ → ν̄µe

+e− 16.45 6.79

νµ → νµµ
+µ− 2.03 5.28 ν̄µ → ν̄µµ

+µ− 2.16 4.3

νe → νee
+e− 0.7 0.29 ν̄e → ν̄ee

+e− 0.54 0.22

νe → νµµ
+e− 0.21 0.17 ν̄e → ν̄µµ

−e+ 0.4 0.27

νe → νeµ
+µ−

0.01 0.01 ν̄e → ν̄eµ
+µ−

0. 0.01

Total 99.96 68.54 44.78 30.29

TABLE III: Number of expected trident events for
coherent (Coh) and diffractive (Diff) scattering, using
the EPA, in the lifetime of the DUNE near detector

assuming ∼ 3× 1022 POT (equivalently, an
850 kt-MW-yr exposure at the far detector).

did for SHiP, we consider both low-Q2 events calculated
within the coherent EPA and intermediate-Q2 events cal-
culated using the diffractive EPA. DIS rates are not in-
cluded as they are negligible. In Fig. 4, we show the
cross section per nucleon as a function of the incoming
neutrino energy for each process listed in Table I, for
coherent EPA. Comparing to Fig. 3 there are small dif-
ferences, which are due to the Woods-Saxon form factor’s
implicit dependence on A (see Eq. (A8) for details).

Neutrino Beam Anti-Neutrino Beam

Process Coh Diff Process Coh Diff

νµ → νee
+µ− 2.12 1.52 ν̄µ → ν̄ee

−µ+ 0.05 0.03

νµ → νµe
+e− 0.66 0.28 ν̄µ → ν̄µe

+e− 0.03 0.01

νe → νee
+e− 0.11 0.05 ν̄e → ν̄ee

+e− 0.05 0.02

νµ → νµµ
+µ−

0.06 0.15 ν̄µ → ν̄µµ
+µ−

0. 0.01

νe → νµµ
+e− 0.03 0.03 ν̄e → ν̄µµ

−e+ 0.03 0.02

Total 2.98 2.03 0.16 0.09

TABLE IV: Number of expected trident events for
coherent (Coh) and diffractive (Diff) scattering, using
the EPA, in the lifetime of the DUNE far detector

assuming ∼ 3× 1022 POT (equivalently, an
850 kt-MW-yr exposure at the far detector).

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

The general features of Section III can be understood
qualitatively by considering Eq. (4) and Table I. First
we note that every cross section is proportional to the
combination |CV |2 + |CA|2 appearing in Eq. (4). In the
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employ the deep inelastic formalism. We use PDFs from
the MSTW collaboration (2008 NNLO best fit) [14]. To
calculate the rates, we estimate the number of SM neu-
trino trident events for each flavour of incident neutrino
νi producing a lepton pair composed of j− and k+ with
i, j, k ∈ {e, µ, τ}. We estimate the luminosity in terms of
charged current events N i

CC using

N ijk
Trident =

!

E

N i
CC(E)

σCC(E,A)
σijk
νA (E,Z,A)× ϵj− × ϵk+, (9)

where σCC is the neutrino charged current cross sections
[17] and i, j, k are flavours denoting the incident neutrino,
outgoing ℓ− and outgoing ℓ+ respectively. Additionally
ϵ+ and ϵ− are the identification efficiencies for ℓ+ and
ℓ− respectively. We do an analogous procedure for anti-
neutrinos.

There will be a background contribution to trident
from resonant production of charged pions and charm
production from D mesons, whose leptonic modes are
both dominated by muon flavoured final states. In the
different flavour opposite sign di-lepton final states, back-
grounds can arise from ν̄µ CC scattering in combination
with an elastic NC event releasing an electron, and also
by muon final states in which one of the muons fake
an electron. As coherent-scattering is quasi-elastic, the
backgrounds for the dominant contribution to the cross
section (see Section II B) can be greatly reduced by im-
posing hadronic vetoes in the analysis. Further back-
ground suppression can be achieved by selecting oppo-
sitely charged leptons that fall within the vertex resolu-
tion of the detectors and selecting events with low Mℓ+ℓ−

invariant masses. We leave the background estimates
to the collaborations’ detailed and sophisticated simu-
lations. Our signal results are shown in Tables II to IV.

A. Calibrations and Tests

The details of our calculations can be found in the
Appendices. We calibrated our EPA cross section calcu-
lations with previous theoretical and experimental work
[2, 10, 11], and reproduced the analytic results of [2].

Our DIS work was calibrated with MadGraph5 [3]
for trident induced muon pair production. MadGraph5
treats light leptons as massless, and due to infrared sin-
gularities in the propagators this necessitates a careful
treatment; it also introduces questions of reliability. We
imposed the following cuts to replicate the effects of fi-
nite muon masses: pT > mµ for the muons, pT > 1.5 GeV

for the jets, and ∆R =
"

∆η2 +∆φ2 > 0.4 for the lep-
ton pairs. With these cuts we found our calculations to
agree with MadGraph5 to within a factor of 0.5 − 2.5
for Eν = {20 GeV, 200 GeV, 1000 GeV}. We believe our
calculation to be more reliable than MadGraph5 in the
low Q2 regions of phase space which dominate the cross
sections due to infrared divergences, which we treat care-
fully.

Neutrino Beam Anti-Neutrino Beam

Process Coh Diff Process Coh Diff

νµ → νee
+µ−

85.46 24.6 ν̄µ → ν̄ee
−µ+

29.96 9.61

νµ → νµe
+e− 28.28 5.32 ν̄µ → ν̄µe

+e− 22.48 3.58

νe → νee
+e− 21.69 2.95 ν̄e → ν̄ee

+e− 15.65 2.45

νe → νµµ
+e− 9.1 2.31 ν̄e → ν̄µµ

−e+ 14.31 3.16

νµ → νµµ
+µ−

4.79 3.01 ν̄µ → ν̄µµ
+µ−

3.76 2.38

νe → νeµ
+µ−

0.42 0.16 ν̄e → ν̄eµ
+µ−

0.3 0.12

ντ → ντe
+e− 0.13 0.03 ν̄τ → ν̄τe

+e− 0.13 0.02

ντ → ντµ
+µ− 0.01 0. ν̄τ → ν̄τµ

+µ− 0.01 0.

ντ → τ−µ+νµ 0. 0.01 ν̄τ → τ+µ−ν̄µ 0. 0.

νµ → µ−τ+ντ 0. 0.23 ν̄µ → µ+τ−ν̄τ 0. 0.39

Total 149.88 38.62 86.6 21.71

TABLE II: Number of expected trident events for
coherent (Coh) and diffractive (Diff) scattering, using
the EPA, in the SHiP ντ detector, assuming 2× 1020

POT on molybdenum.

B. Rates for SHiP

SHiP will be a lead based neutrino detector [5, 19].
It will utilize an emulsion cloud chamber for its electron
detection and a muon magnetic spectrometer for muons.
It is estimated to have a 90% e and µ identification ef-
ficiency, and a micron vertex resolution. Under nominal
operating conditions, after 5 years of operation it will
have collected data from 2× 1020 POT using a 400 GeV
SPS proton beam. We quote all the rates assuming this
normalization.

The energy spectrum at SHiP is very broad, and
reaches sufficiently high energies such that trident pro-
duction of tau leptons becomes kinematically allowed
in the coherent, diffractive, and deep inelastic regimes.
The latter is allowed at almost all incident neutrino en-
ergies available at SHiP with the only requirement be-
ing the centre of mass energy exceed the lepton pair’s
mass-gap. Despite being kinematically allowed, we find
the large momentum transfer in the deep inelastic regime
renders the contribution to the cross section negligible.
The diffractive and coherent regimes rely on the high en-
ergy tail of the quoted beam distribution [19]. For elec-
trons and muons, coherent, and diffractive production
are not only possible but extremely viable, while for tau
leptons we find only diffractive production to be viable,
but only marginally so. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 7, we show the
cross section per nucleon as a function of the incoming
neutrino energy for a variety of processes. The coherent
cross sections computed via the EPA are normalized by
Z2 while the deep inelastic contribution is normalized by
A. There are small differences in these plots for vari-
ous materials, as the EPA Woods-Saxon form factor and

Associated production of charged leptons
via neutral current interactions

[Magill, Plastid (2016)]



Conclusion

• Experiments at the intensity frontier provide excellent tests for 
Standard Model

• I’ve shown several examples for the neutrino detector in SHiP

• Remarkably, today tau neutrino and antineutrino are the less 
known among the elementary particles in the SM

• Measurements and predictions are quite challenging but doable 
and could bring the unexpected!


